
Heimat Didone — Basic Characters

About: Heimat Didone is the high contrast serif typeface 
family within the Heimat Collection, also containing Heimat 
Display, Heimat Sans, Heimat Mono and Heimat Stencil.
 
Heimat Didone is a neo-classical typeface family designed 
for contemporary typography, especially for use in 
headlines and on posters, but also for reading purposes. 
It combines an idiosyncratic appearance with the feeling 
of a grid-based letter construction of the late 20s. 
Since the design might be too extreme for some 
applications, Heimat Didone’s character set provides 
two alphabets, the regular one plus an alternate design 
that comes across as less suspenseful.
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Heimat Didone
Heimat Display
Heimat Sans
Heimat Mono
Heimat Stencil



Heimat Didone  — Weights

Opentype options: Heimat Didone [872 glyphs] comes in 
72 styles and contains extra sets of alternate glyphs, 
many ligatures, lining figures [proportionally spaced and 
monospaced], hanging figures [proportionally spaced and 
monospaced], positive and negative circled figures for 
upper and lower case, superior and inferior, fractions, 
extensive language support and many more OpenType 
features.

Language support: Afrikaans, Albanian, Basque, Bosnian, 
Breton, Catalan, Chichewa, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, 
English, Esperanto, Estonian, Faroese, Finnish, French, 
Frisian, Gaelic (Scots), Galician, German, Greenlandic, 
Hungarian, Icelandic, Indonesian, Irish, Italian, 
Kashubian, Kurdish, Latvian, Lithuanian, Luxembourgian, 
Maltese, Maori, Norwegian, Occitan, Polish, Portuguese, 
(Rhaeto-) Romance, Romanian, Sami, Serbian (Latin), 
Slovak, Slovenian, Sorbian, Spanish, Swahili, Swedish 
Tswana, Turkmen, Turkish, Walloon, Wolof, Yapese.

Extra Light
Light
Regular
Semi Bold 
Bold
Extra Bold

Extra Light Alternate
Light Alternate
Regular Alternate   
Semi Bold Alternate
Bold Alternate
Extra Bold Alternate

Extra Light Italic
Light Italic
Regular Italic
Semi Bold Italic
Bold Italic
Extra Bold Italic

Extra Light Italic Alternate
Light Italic Alternate
Regular Italic Alternate
Semi Bold Italic Alternate
Bold Italic Alternate
Extra Bold Italic Alternate
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Heimat Didone — 14 Extra Bold Italic

Heimat Didone — 16 Light

Heimat Didone — 18 Extra Bold

Heimat Didone — 20 Bold Italic

Heimat Didone — 10 Extra Light

Heimat Didone — 12 Semi Bold

Ufologists
Conspirancy
Enemy Aircraft

Flying saucers

Interplanetary

Extraterrestrial



Heimat Didone — 14 Extra Bold Italic Alternate

Heimat Didone — 16 Light Alternate

Heimat Didone — 18 Extra Bold Alternate

Heimat Didone — 20 Bold Italic Alternate

Heimat Didone — 10 Extra Light Alternate

Heimat Didone — 12 Semi Bold Alternate

Ufologists
Conspirancy
Enemy Aircraft

Flying saucers

Interplanetary

Extraterrestrial



Heimat Didone — 14 Extra Light 26/28pt, 18/20pt

The 1980s also produced renewed
charges that the Agency was still
withholding documents relating
to the 1947 Roswell incident, in
which a flying saucer supposedly
crashed in New Mexico, and the
documents revealed the presence
of a top secret research. Ufologists
had long argued that, following a
flying saucer crash in New Mexico
in 1947, the government not only
recovered debris from the crashed
saucer but also five alien bodies.

Around 1984, a series of documents surfaced
which some Ufologists said that President
Truman created a top secret committee in
1947, to secure the recovery of Ufo wreckage
from Roswell and any other Ufo crash sight
for scientific study. Most if not all of these
documents have proved to be fabrications.
Yet the controversy persists. Like the JFK
assassination conspiracy theories, the Ufo
issue probably will not go away soon. The
belief that we are not alone in the universe 
is too emotionally appealing to make the
question amenable to traditional scientific
studies of rational explanation or evidence.



Heimat Didone — 14 Extra Light Italic 26/28pt, 18/20pt

The 1980s also produced renewed
charges that the Agency was still
withholding documents relating
to the 1947 Roswell incident, in
which a flying saucer supposedly
crashed in New Mexico, and the
documents revealed the presence
of a top secret research. Ufologists
had long argued that, following a
flying saucer crash in New Mexico
in 1947, the government not only
recovered debris from the crashed
saucer but also five alien bodies.

Around 1984, a series of documents surfaced
which some Ufologists said that President
Truman created a top secret committee in
1947, to secure the recovery of Ufo wreckage
from Roswell and any other Ufo crash sight
for scientific study. Most if not all of these
documents have proved to be fabrications.
Yet the controversy persists. Like the JFK
assassination conspiracy theories, the Ufo
issue probably will not go away soon. The
belief that we are not alone in the universe 
is too emotionally appealing to make the
question amenable to traditional scientific
studies of rational explanation or evidence.



Heimat Didone — 14 Light 26/28pt, 18/20pt

The 1980s also produced renewed
charges that the Agency was still
withholding documents relating
to the 1947 Roswell incident, in
which a flying saucer supposedly
crashed in New Mexico, and the
documents revealed the presence
of a top secret research. Ufologists
had long argued that, following a
flying saucer crash in New Mexico
in 1947, the government not only
recovered debris from the crashed
saucer but also five alien bodies.

Around 1984, a series of documents surfaced
which some Ufologists said that President
Truman created a top secret committee in
1947, to secure the recovery of Ufo wreckage
from Roswell and any other Ufo crash sight
for scientific study. Most if not all of these
documents have proved to be fabrications.
Yet the controversy persists. Like the JFK
assassination conspiracy theories, the Ufo
issue probably will not go away soon. The
belief that we are not alone in the universe 
is too emotionally appealing to make the
question amenable to traditional scientific
studies of rational explanation or evidence.



Heimat Didone — 14 Light Italic 26/28pt, 18/20pt

The 1980s also produced renewed
charges that the Agency was still
withholding documents relating
to the 1947 Roswell incident, in
which a flying saucer supposedly
crashed in New Mexico, and the
documents revealed the presence
of a top secret research. Ufologists
had long argued that, following a
flying saucer crash in New Mexico
in 1947, the government not only
recovered debris from the crashed
saucer but also five alien bodies.

Around 1984, a series of documents surfaced
which some Ufologists said that President
Truman created a top secret committee in
1947, to secure the recovery of Ufo wreckage
from Roswell and any other Ufo crash sight
for scientific study. Most if not all of these
documents have proved to be fabrications.
Yet the controversy persists. Like the JFK
assassination conspiracy theories, the Ufo
issue probably will not go away soon. The
belief that we are not alone in the universe 
is too emotionally appealing to make the
question amenable to traditional scientific
studies of rational explanation or evidence.



Heimat Didone — 14 Regular 26/28pt, 18/20pt

The 1980s also produced renewed
charges that the Agency was still
withholding documents relating
to the 1947 Roswell incident, in
which a flying saucer supposedly
crashed in New Mexico, and the
documents revealed the presence
of a top secret research. Ufologists
had long argued that, following a
flying saucer crash in New Mexico
in 1947, the government not only
recovered debris from the crashed
saucer but also five alien bodies.

Around 1984, a series of documents surfaced
which some Ufologists said that President
Truman created a top secret committee in
1947, to secure the recovery of Ufo wreckage
from Roswell and any other Ufo crash sight
for scientific study. Most if not all of these
documents have proved to be fabrications.
Yet the controversy persists. Like the JFK
assassination conspiracy theories, the Ufo
issue probably will not go away soon. The
belief that we are not alone in the universe 
is too emotionally appealing to make the
question amenable to traditional scientific
studies of rational explanation or evidence.



Heimat Didone — 14 Regular Italic 26/28pt, 18/20pt

The 1980s also produced renewed
charges that the Agency was still
withholding documents relating
to the 1947 Roswell incident, in
which a flying saucer supposedly
crashed in New Mexico, and the
documents revealed the presence
of a top secret research. Ufologists
had long argued that, following a
flying saucer crash in New Mexico
in 1947, the government not only
recovered debris from the crashed
saucer but also five alien bodies.

Around 1984, a series of documents surfaced
which some Ufologists said that President
Truman created a top secret committee in
1947, to secure the recovery of Ufo wreckage
from Roswell and any other Ufo crash sight
for scientific study. Most if not all of these
documents have proved to be fabrications.
Yet the controversy persists. Like the JFK
assassination conspiracy theories, the Ufo
issue probably will not go away soon. The
belief that we are not alone in the universe 
is too emotionally appealing to make the
question amenable to traditional scientific
studies of rational explanation or evidence.



Heimat Didone — 14 Semi Bold 26/28pt, 18/20pt

The 1980s also produced renewed
charges that the Agency was still
withholding documents relating
to the 1947 Roswell incident, in
which a flying saucer supposedly
crashed in New Mexico, and the
documents revealed the presence
of a top secret research. Ufologists
had long argued that, following a
flying saucer crash in New Mexico
in 1947, the government not only
recovered debris from the crashed
saucer but also five alien bodies.

Around 1984, a series of documents surfaced
which some Ufologists said that President
Truman created a top secret committee in
1947, to secure the recovery of Ufo wreckage
from Roswell and any other Ufo crash sight
for scientific study. Most if not all of these
documents have proved to be fabrications.
Yet the controversy persists. Like the JFK
assassination conspiracy theories, the Ufo
issue probably will not go away soon. The
belief that we are not alone in the universe 
is too emotionally appealing to make the
question amenable to traditional scientific
studies of rational explanation or evidence.



Heimat Didone — 14 Semi Bold Italic 26/28pt, 18/20pt

The 1980s also produced renewed
charges that the Agency was still
withholding documents relating
to the 1947 Roswell incident, in
which a flying saucer supposedly
crashed in New Mexico, and the
documents revealed the presence
of a top secret research. Ufologists
had long argued that, following a
flying saucer crash in New Mexico
in 1947, the government not only
recovered debris from the crashed
saucer but also five alien bodies.

Around 1984, a series of documents surfaced
which some Ufologists said that President
Truman created a top secret committee in
1947, to secure the recovery of Ufo wreckage
from Roswell and any other Ufo crash sight
for scientific study. Most if not all of these
documents have proved to be fabrications.
Yet the controversy persists. Like the JFK
assassination conspiracy theories, the Ufo
issue probably will not go away soon. The
belief that we are not alone in the universe 
is too emotionally appealing to make the
question amenable to traditional scientific
studies of rational explanation or evidence.



Heimat Didone — 14 Bold 26/28pt, 18/20pt

The 1980s also produced renewed
charges that the Agency was still
withholding documents relating
to the 1947 Roswell incident, in
which a flying saucer supposedly
crashed in New Mexico, and the
documents revealed the presence
of a top secret research. Ufologists
had long argued that, following a
flying saucer crash in New Mexico
in 1947, the government not only
recovered debris from the crashed
saucer but also five alien bodies.

Around 1984, a series of documents surfaced
which some Ufologists said that President
Truman created a top secret committee in
1947, to secure the recovery of Ufo wreckage
from Roswell and any other Ufo crash sight
for scientific study. Most if not all of these
documents have proved to be fabrications.
Yet the controversy persists. Like the JFK
assassination conspiracy theories, the Ufo
issue probably will not go away soon. The
belief that we are not alone in the universe 
is too emotionally appealing to make the
question amenable to traditional scientific
studies of rational explanation or evidence.



Heimat Didone — 14 Bold Italic 26/28pt, 18/20pt

The 1980s also produced renewed
charges that the Agency was still
withholding documents relating
to the 1947 Roswell incident, in
which a flying saucer supposedly
crashed in New Mexico, and the
documents revealed the presence
of a top secret research. Ufologists
had long argued that, following a
flying saucer crash in New Mexico
in 1947, the government not only
recovered debris from the crashed
saucer but also five alien bodies.

Around 1984, a series of documents surfaced
which some Ufologists said that President
Truman created a top secret committee in
1947, to secure the recovery of Ufo wreckage
from Roswell and any other Ufo crash sight
for scientific study. Most if not all of these
documents have proved to be fabrications.
Yet the controversy persists. Like the JFK
assassination conspiracy theories, the Ufo
issue probably will not go away soon. The
belief that we are not alone in the universe 
is too emotionally appealing to make the
question amenable to traditional scientific
studies of rational explanation or evidence.



Heimat Didone — 14 Extra Bold 26/28pt, 18/20pt

The 1980s also produced renewed
charges that the Agency was still
withholding documents relating
to the 1947 Roswell incident, in
which a flying saucer supposedly
crashed in New Mexico, and the
documents revealed the presence
of a top secret research. Ufologists
had long argued that, following a
flying saucer crash in New Mexico
in 1947, the government not only
recovered debris from the crashed
saucer but also five alien bodies.

Around 1984, a series of documents surfaced
which some Ufologists said that President
Truman created a top secret committee in
1947, to secure the recovery of Ufo wreckage
from Roswell and any other Ufo crash sight
for scientific study. Most if not all of these
documents have proved to be fabrications.
Yet the controversy persists. Like the JFK
assassination conspiracy theories, the Ufo
issue probably will not go away soon. The
belief that we are not alone in the universe 
is too emotionally appealing to make the
question amenable to traditional scientific
studies of rational explanation or evidence.



Heimat Didone — 14 Extra Bold Italic 26/28pt, 18/20pt

The 1980s also produced renewed
charges that the Agency was still
withholding documents relating
to the 1947 Roswell incident, in
which a flying saucer supposedly
crashed in New Mexico, and the
documents revealed the presence
of a top secret research. Ufologists
had long argued that, following a
flying saucer crash in New Mexico
in 1947, the government not only
recovered debris from the crashed
saucer but also five alien bodies.

Around 1984, a series of documents surfaced
which some Ufologists said that President
Truman created a top secret committee in
1947, to secure the recovery of Ufo wreckage
from Roswell and any other Ufo crash sight
for scientific study. Most if not all of these
documents have proved to be fabrications.
Yet the controversy persists. Like the JFK
assassination conspiracy theories, the Ufo
issue probably will not go away soon. The
belief that we are not alone in the universe 
is too emotionally appealing to make the
question amenable to traditional scientific
studies of rational explanation or evidence.



Basic Characters
Uppercase

Basic Characters
Lowercase

Alternate Glyphs

Accented Characters
Uppercase

Accented Characters
Lowercase

Accented Characters
Alternate

ÀÁÂÃÄÅĀĂĄǺǼÇĆĈĊČĎÈÉÊËĒĔĖĘĚĜĞĠĢǦ
ĤĦÌ Í Î Ï Ĩ Ī Ĭ Į Ǐ ĴĶĹĻĽŁÑŃŅŇŊÒÓÔÕÖŌŎŐǾ
ŔŖŘŚŜŞŠȘŢŤȚÙÚÛÜŨŪŬŮŰŲŴÝŶŸȲŹŻŽÞ

àáâãäåāăąǻǽçćĉċčďđèéêëēĕėęěĝğġ
ģǧĥħìíîïĩīĭįǐĵķĺļľŀłñńņňŋòóôõōŏőǿ
ŕŗřśŝşšșţťŧțùúûüũūŭůűųŵýÿŷźżžþ

Standard Ligatures
Lowercase fb ff fh fi fj fk fl ft ffb ffh ffi ffj ffk ffl fft gj

Discretionary 
Ligatures FI FL OC OO RA TH TT TW ZA ch ck ct sp st tt

Alternate Ligatures

Swashed Characters

fb ff fh fi fj fk fl ft ffb ffh ffi ffj ffk ffl fft sp st

Heimat Didone — Character set

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVXYZÆŒØ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvxyzæœø

RRSQQQgqrsy

ŔŖŘŚŜŞŠȘĝğġģǧŕŗřśŝşšýÿŷ

B D E F K L P T Ð Ď È É Ê Ë Ē Ĕ Ę Ě
Ẽ Ķ Ĺ Ļ Ľ Ŀ Ł Ţ Ť Ŧ Ț e g h m n t z è é
ê ë ē ĕ ė ę ě ẽ ĝ ğ ġ ģ ǧ ĥ ħ ñ ń ņ ň ţ ŧ ț ź ż ž 

Standard Punctuation
!¡?¿,.:;…•‘“‚„”«»‹›-–—()[]{}/|\@§¶

Uppercase Punctuation
!¡?¿«»‹›-–—(){}[]@



H0123456789.,-#¢$€£₤₣ƒ₡₴¥₩
Inferior Figures

Arrows & Special 
Characters ←↑→↓↖↗↘↙  �������� ☐☑✓☙ ❦ ❧

Cycled Figures 
Negative ⓿❶❷❸❹❺❻❼❽❾ ABC ⓿❶❷❸❹❺❻❼❽❾ abc

⓪①②③④⑤⑥⑦⑧⑨ ABC ⓪①②③④⑤⑥⑦⑧⑨ abc
Cycled Figures 
Positive

Prebuilt Fractions
¼ ½ ¾ ⅓ ⅔ ⅛ ⅜ ⅝ ⅞

Mathematic Marks/
Subscript Characters +−±×÷=≠<>≤≥~≈¬#∂∆∏∑√∫∞%‰ªº

H0123456789⁄0123456789
Numerators/
Denominators

Superior Figures 
H0123456789.,-#¢$€£₤₣ƒ₡₴¥₩

Heimat Didone — Character set

Tabular Oldstyle
0123456789#¢$€£₤₣ƒ₡₴¥₩

Proportional Lining
0123456789#¢$€£₤₣ƒ₡₴¥₩

Tabular Lining
0123456789#¢$€£₤₣ƒ₡₴¥₩

Proportional Oldstyle
0123456789#¢$€£₤₣ƒ₡₴¥₩

Titling Punctuation
††⸸⸸‡‡®®™™

Ampersands / 
Conjunctions & � � & AN AND BY FOR FÜR THE TO UND VON
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